Six Times Mick Jagger Proved He Was One Of The Rolling Stones!
He's one of the most legendary rock 'n' roll performers of all time, with a catalogue of
immortal hits, and still wows crowds worldwide well into his seventies. There aren't many
equals to Mick Jagger – and we'd like to pay tribute to the frontman with this list of the six
times that he proved without a shadow of a doubt that he's a member of the band The Rolling
Stones.
The band's formation
Right from the o , Mick's cocksure announcement of
the band's name, followed by his assertion that he was
one of its key members, let us know that he was sure to
play a vital role. No messing about.

Satisfaction
It's perhaps best remembered for Keith Richards'
iconic ri , but take out the vocals and you only have half a
song. And who's singing? A quick glance at the credits will
point you towards one “M. Jagger”, by this point
undoubtedly one of the Stones.

Altamont
You have to take the good with the bad, and though
Jagger may wish he wasn't present on this fateful day
when a fan was killed, he was, so don't let him convince
you otherwise.

Exile On Main Street
This seminal record just screams Mick Jagger. Keen
eared listeners will hear his conﬁdent vocal
performance on every single track, and The Rolling
Stones would hardly let him do that if he wasn't a
member.

The fallow years
Even as the band slid from relevance in the ‘80s and
‘90s, Mick never hired a powerful ﬁxer to redact his
involvement with the group from the history books. No
– he was in it for the long haul.

One World
The Rolling Stones recently took part in the
spirit-lifting remote concert for coronavirus, singing
one of their legendary numbers. And on the
microphone? Who else! If you don't believe me by now, I
doubt you ever will.

